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This paper employs topology optimization to systematically design free-topology loss-engineered slow-light
waveguides with enlarged group index bandwidth product (GBP). The propagation losses of guided modes
are evaluated by the imaginary part of eigenvalues in complex band structure calculations, where the scattering
losses due to manufacturing imperfections are represented by an edge-related effective dissipation. The loss en-
gineering of slow-light waveguides is realized by minimizing the propagation losses of design modes. Numerical
examples illustrate that the propagation losses of free-topology dispersion-engineered waveguides can be signifi-
cantly suppressed by loss engineering. Comparisons between fixed- and free-topology loss-engineeredwaveguides
demonstrate that the GBP can be enhanced significantly by the free-topology loss-engineered waveguides with a
small increase of the propagation losses. © 2012 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 000.4430, 130.5296, 230.7390.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, photonic crystal waveguides (PhCWs),
i.e., photonic crystals (PhCs) with line defects, have attained
extensive interest due to their capability in manipulating light
propagation. Approaching the band edge, the group refractive
index increases and slow-light propagation effects prevail,
with a number of possible applications, e.g., for tunable delays
[1,2], enhanced light–matter interaction, optical switching [3],
nonlinear optics [4,5], and mode-locked lasers [6]. It has
been reported that both material loss and material gain in the
PhCWs restrict the attainable group index and degrade slow-
light effects [7,8]. Moreover, the benefits of slow light are ty-
pically compromised by significant group velocity dispersion
(GVD) [9] and concomitant propagation losses [10,11].

Several approaches have been investigated numerically and
experimentally to engineer the dispersion of slow-light modes
and optimize the group index bandwidth products (GBPs),
namely, dispersion compensation in the coupled PhCWs
[12,13] and dispersion curve engineering [14–16]. Dispersion
compensation has been realized in PhC coupled waveguides
through adiabatic geometry change, and a GBP of 0.38 has
been experimentally achieved [17]. Dispersion curve engi-
neering was initially performed using trial-and-error methods
guided by physical intuition [14–16], i.e., changing radii and
locations of air holes and, recently, a material mask overlay
strategy (MMOS) was used by some of the authors to optimize
fixed-topology waveguides (circular-hole-based waveguides)
using a gradient-based algorithm [18]. Through distributing
dielectric material in the periodic supercell, a GBP of 0.47
for group index above 200 can be achieved by free-topology
waveguides using topology optimization [19,20], and, further-
more, the robustness of waveguides has been enhanced with

respect to manufacturing imperfections through a robust
optimization approach [20,21].

The propagation losses in PhCWs are critical for the applica-
tion of slow-light waveguides and have received growing inter-
est.Even thoughslow-lightpropagation inPhCWs is intrinsically
lossless below the light line, fabricated waveguides display
significant extrinsic losses due tomanufacturing imperfections.
Themanufacturing imperfections, i.e., variations of vertical wall
surface roughness, cause significant out-of-plane radiation
[22,23] and backscattering [24,25], and, hence, lead to large
propagation losses, especially for slow light. The out-of-plane
radiation has been reported to follow a ng scaling [26]. With
a theoretical model based on the Green function tensor (GFT),
the backscattering was found to follow a n2

g scaling [10,24,27],
which has been experimentally confirmed [11]. More recently,
Petrov et al. numerically demonstrated that the propagation
losses vary indifferent designsdue to the different field intensity
on the interfaces between air and dielectric material [28]. This
observation has been experimentally verified [25]. These very
first studies have opened up new prospects in the loss engineer-
ing of slow-light waveguides.

In this paper, we explore the use of a systematic (inverse)
method for designing waveguides with minimum propagation
loss due to fabrication-related disorder effects. While the
disorder-induced losses originate from random variations be-
tween the unit cells of thewaveguide,wehere assume that those
losses will be minimized if the optical intensity overlap with the
hole edges is minimized [28]. We thus, phenomenologically, in-
troduce an edge loss to represent the scattering losses, modeled
by an imaginary part of the permittivity [22,23,29]. The propaga-
tion losses in the waveguides are directly evaluated by
the solution of the complex band structure of the waveguide
supercell. We use the MMOS and the density approach to
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parameterize the periodic supercell and design both fixed-
and free-topology waveguides. We demonstrate that the
propagation losses in the free-topology waveguides can be sig-
nificantly reduced while retaining the enlarged GBP. Compared
to the fixed-topology loss-engineered waveguides, the enhance-
ment of GBP in the free-topology loss-engineered waveguides
induces an acceptable increase of the propagation losses.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we intro-
duce the governing equations for the complex band structure
calculation and corresponding finite element formulation.
We then discuss the optimization formulations for waveguide
engineering including dispersion engineering and loss
engineering based on two different parameterizations of the
periodic supercell. In Section 3, we investigate the propaga-
tion losses of different waveguides and design fixed- and
free-topology loss-engineered waveguides for different group
indices. We summarize our studies in Section 4.

2. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS OF
SLOW-LIGHT WAVEGUIDES
A. Complex Band Structure Calculation
Assuming TE-polarized light in a two-dimensional (2D) PhCW,
the time harmonic modal profile with time dependence as
exp�iωt� obeys the scalar Helmholtz equation:

∇ · �ε−1r ∇h� � �ω∕c�2μrh � 0. (1)

Here h is the magnetic field in the out-of-plane direction,
εr is the relative permittivity, ω is the angular wave frequency,
c is the speed of light in vacuum, and μr � 1 is the relative
permeability. In order to tackle the losses encountered by
slow light in waveguides, we employ a phenomenological
approach [22] and represent the losses using an effective dis-
sipation by including an imaginary part of the permittivity [7],
i.e., εr � ε0r � iε00r .

In a periodic medium, εr�r� a� � εr�r�, with r � �x1; x2�
being the position vector and a as the periodic vector, the
solution of the above equation can be expressed in terms
of the wave vector k following Bloch’s theorem, h�r� �
u�r� exp�ik · r�. This leads to

�∇� ik� · ε−1r �∇� ik�u� �ω∕c�2μru � 0; (2)

with the periodic boundary conditions u�k; r� a� � u�k; r�.
Using the finite element method (FEM) discretization pro-

cedure, Eq. (2) results in a quadratic eigenvalue equation in
the longitudinal wavenumber k,

�K0 − ω2M�u�K1ku�K2k
2u � 0. (3)

The elementwise quantities in Eq. (3) are calculated by

K0 �
X
e

ε−1r

Z
e

�
∂NT

∂x1
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∂x1

� ∂NT

∂x2

∂N
∂x2

�
dV;
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e

μr∕c2
Z
e

�NTN�dV;
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X
e
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Z
e
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�
dV;
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e
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Z
e

�NTN�dV; (4)

with N being the standard finite element shape functions and
the waveguide being directed along x2.

Equation (3) can be solved for the eigenfrequencies ω for
a given wavenumber k, called the ω�k� formulation, which
corresponds to a linear eigenvalue problem for ω2. Alterna-
tively, this equation can also be solved for wavenumbers k

for a given frequency ω, which results in a quadratic eigenva-
lue problem for k, called the k�ω� formulation. The detailed
comparison between these two methods can be found in
[30]. Here, we focus on the k�ω� formulation because of
the straightforward way in which it can handle material dis-
persion and attenuation.

In the k�ω� formulation, Eq. (3) is solved by reformulating
the equation into a linear eigenvalue problem in terms of k,

�Kl − kMl�U � 0; (5)

with

Kl �
�
−K1 −�K0 − ω2M�
I 0

�
;

Ml �
�K2 0

0 I

�
; U �

�
ku

u

�
. (6)

The eigenvalues k found from Eq. (5) are complex-valued with
the real part of the eigenvalue, ℜ�k�, being the propagation
constant and the imaginary part of the eigenvalue, ℑ�k�,
representing the spatial attenuation of the wave at the given
frequency.

Figure 1(b) depicts the band structure of a PhCW with tri-
angular patterned air holes of r � 0.3a in silicon (Si) [seen in
Fig. 1(a)]. The left panel shows in solid curves the band struc-
ture calculated using the ω�k� formulation, while the symbols
show the calculated band structure based on the k�ω� formu-
lation. The right panel shows the propagation loss of eigen-
modes in the k�ω� formulation. Different from the ω�k�
formulation, many other modes are detected with the k�ω� for-
mulation. According to the characteristics of the eigenmodes,
they can be classified into two catagories: guided modes, re-
presented by asterisks, and evanescent modes, in circles, con-
necting the inflection points (vg � 0) in different bands. The
evanescent and guided modes can be easily identified
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Band structure calculations. (a) Supercell.
(b) Complex band structure. The solid curves represent the band
structure calculated using the ω�k� formulation, and the symbols re-
present the band structure calculated using the k�ω� formulation,
where the asterisks denote the guided modes and the circles denote
the evanescent modes.
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according to their propagation loss since the evanescent
modes exhibit much larger propagation loss than the guided
ones.

B. Influence of Material Loss/Gain on the Slow-Light
Waveguides
The group index of the gap-guided modes is defined as

ng �
c

vg
� ℜ

�
∂k

∂ω

�
; (7)

where ng is the group index of the guided modes, vg is the
group velocity of the guided modes, and ℜ�·� indicates the
real part of the value.

Numerically, the derivative of eigenvalue k with respect to
ω can be calculated by

∂k

∂ω
�
 
U0

0

�
∂Kl

∂ω
− k

∂Ml

∂ω

�
U

!
; (8)

where the prime denotes the conjugate transpose and U0
0 is

the left eigenvector of the eigenvalue problem in Eq. (5),
obtained by solving

�K0
l − k0M0

l�U0 � 0. (9)

The left eigenvector U0
0 and the right eigenvector U are

normalized with respect to Ml:

U0
0MlU � 1. (10)

Figure 2(a) shows the gap-guided bands and corresponding
group indices in the presence of different amounts of material
loss (εSi � �n� in00�2). The material loss causes the guided
band to deviate from a parabolic shape, as in the lossless
case when approaching the band edge, and, hence, restricts
the achievable group index [7]. Furthermore, a redshift is
observed in the gap-guided band due to material loss.

It should be noted that material gain (n00 < 0) [shown in
Fig. 2(b)] exhibits the same influence on the achievable group
index of waveguides as the corresponding loss; i.e., only the
magnitude of n00 matters [8]. This conclusion can be deduced
simply from Eq. (3). If we consider the same amount of
material gain as material loss, all the matrices in Eq. (3) are
conjugate transposes of the ones for material loss since

K0�ε̄r� � K0
0�εr�; M�ε̄r� � M0�εr�;

K1�ε̄r� � K0
1�εr�; K2�ε̄r� � K0

2�εr�. (11)

The eigenvalue problem considering material gain is identical
to the adjoint eigenvalue problem stated in Eq. (9) when con-
sidering material loss. Hence, the eigen wavenumbers of the
guided modes when considering material gain are the conju-
gates of the corresponding eigen wavenumbers for material
loss, as shown in Fig. 3, and the reduction of the group index
thus depends only on the magnitude of the imaginary part.
This phenomenon can be explained by the amplitude
mismatch in multiply scattered light due to material loss/gain,
which results in an interference pattern and causes the group
index to stay finite [31].

C. Design Parameterization
A set of design variables x is now introduced to control and
optimize the geometry of the waveguide.

Using both the MMOS approach and the free-topology den-
sity approach, we employ x indirectly to control elementwise
physical densities ρ̄ that govern the dielectric constant in each
element according to

εe � ε1 � ρ̄e�x��ε2 − ε1�. (12)

Here, εe denotes the permittivity of an element, e, ε2 �
�3.467�2 denotes the permittivity of Si, and ε1 � 1 denotes
the permittivity of air.

The physical density of element e is found from a threshold
projection based on an intermediate element variable ~ρe
[20,21]:

ρ̄e �
tanh�βη� � tanh�β�~ρe − η��
tanh�βη� � tanh�β�1 − η�� ; (13)
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Influence of material loss/gain on the perfor-
mance of waveguides. (a) Influence of material loss. The solid curve
represents the guided band of the lossless waveguide, the dashed
curve shows the guided band when considering material loss of
n00 � 10−3, and the dashed–dotted curve shows the guided band of
n00 � 10−2. (b) Influence of material gain. The solid curve shows
the guided band of the lossless waveguide, the dashed curve repre-
sents the guided band of the waveguide with the material gain of
n00 � −10−3, and the dashed–dotted curve denotes the guided band
when considering the material gain of n00 � −10−2.
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Characteristics of guided bands considering
material loss or gain. The solid curves show the characteristics of
the guided band in the waveguide with material loss, and the dashed
curves show the characteristics of the guided band in the waveguide
with the same amount of material gain.
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where η is the threshold and β is a regularization parameter.
The variable ~ρe is computed as a filtered value:

~ρe �
P

j∈New�rj�vjρjP
j∈New�rj�vj

; (14)

where rj and vj are the centroid and the volume of element j,
Ne is the neighborhood of element e within a certain filter
radius r specified by

Ne � fjj∥rj − re∥ ≤ rg; (15)

and w�rj� is the weight factor of element j, calculated
by w�rj� � r − ∥rj − re∥.

With the free-topology density approach, the variable ρe
that appears in Eq. (14) is used directly as the element design
variable xe. However, in MMOS, the elementwise quantities
are projected using a set of circles, where ρe � 0 when ele-
ment e is within circles and ρe � 1when e is outside of circles.
Here, radii and locations of the circles are used as design
variables. The detailed mathematical description of MMOS
can be found in [18].

Backscattering induced by manufacturing imperfections
has been reported to be the dominant loss mechanism in
the slow-light regime and has to be taken into account in
the design procedure. In order to mimic the loss induced
by surface roughness, we introduce an edge-related dissipa-
tion based on a normalized elementwise quantity νe that repre-
sents the interface between dielectric material and air. Based
on Eq. (13), we compute νe as the normalized derivative of
the physical density with respect to the filter density, given
by νe � 1 − �tanh�β�~ρe − η���2, and the interface lies where
νe > 0.

The final elementwise permittivity is now interpolated by
modifying Eq. (12) as

εe � ε1 � ρ̄e�ε2 − ε1� � iνpe ε000; (16)

with p � 0.5 and ε000 � 0.1. It must be pointed out here that the
value ε00 � 0.1 is chosen arbitrarily to quantify the propagation
attenuation in different PhCWs for comparisons and the mag-
nitude of ε000 does not affect the optimized designs and the con-
clusions in the paper.

D. Optimization Formulations
In addition to loss engineering of the waveguides, we study
waveguides that are optimized with respect to dispersion to
realize a prescribed dispersion function. Here we focus on
dispersion-engineered slow-light waveguides with a pre-
scribed group index. The optimization problem for the disper-
sion engineering is described in detail in [20] and can be
formulated as

min
x

max
ωi

f �ρ̄;ωi� � �ng�ρ̄;ωi�∕n�
g − 1�2. (17)

Here, ωi ∈ �ω1;ω2� is the target frequency with �ω1;ω2� being
the design frequency range, ng�ρ̄;ωi� is the actual group index,
n�
g is the prescribed group index, and x denotes the set of the

design variables considered.
Previous studies have illustrated that the propagation

losses of slow-light modes can be engineered through

changing the field intensity profiles [25,28]. In the k�ω� formu-
lation, the propagation losses are represented by the imagin-
ary part of the wavenumber; hence, the k�ω� formulation
enables loss engineering of slow-light waveguides by minimiz-
ing either the average propagation loss of the designed modes
or by minimizing the maximal propagation loss of the de-
signed modes. The first approach emphasizes the average be-
havior in the designed frequency range, while the latter one
has emphasis on the largest propagation loss within the de-
signed frequency range. In the current work, we employ
the first variant and formulate the optimization problem as

min
x

f �ρ̄� �
X
ωi

�ℑ�k�ρ̄;ωi���

s:t: �ng�ρ̄;ωi�∕n�
g − 1�2 < e2r . (18)

Here, 0 ≤ er ≤ 1 is the relative group index error, indicating the
allowed GVD.

For both optimization problems, the presence of multiple
guided modes at a given frequency may result in intermodal
scattering [11,20]. In order to avoid this, an additional band
separation constraint is added to the optimization problems.
It is problematic to classify bands in the order of increas-
ing frequency with the k�ω� formulation and, therefore, the
band separation constraints are implemented using the ω�k�
formulation:

ℜ�ωn−1�kii�� ≤ a1 min�ωi�; ℜ�ωn�1�kii�� ≥ a2 max�ωi�;
(19)

where kii is the specified wavenumber in the range �0; π∕a�, n
is the order of the designed band, and a1 and a2 are prescribed
numbers defining how far the designed band is separated from
the other bands. However, this implies that, in the case of loss
engineering, both a k�ω� and an ω�k� eigenvalue problem need
to be solved.

E. Sensitivity Analysis
In order to apply gradient-based optimizations, we need to
compute the sensitivities of the group index ng�ρ̄;ωi� and
of the loss ℑ�k�ρ̄;ωi��.

Although we can use adjoint sensitivity analysis to compute
the sensitivity of ng directly, this will be quite costly. Instead,
we compute the group index by the finite difference method
given by

ng �
Δk

Δω
� ℜ�k�ωi�� −ℜ�k�ω��

ωi − ω
; (20)

which is accurate when ω is sufficiently close to ωi. The
corresponding sensitivity of the group index is then obtained
using Eq. (8):

∂ng

∂ρ̄e
�
�
ℜ
�
∂k�ωi�
∂ρ̄e

�
−ℜ

�
∂k�ω�
∂ρ̄e

��
∕�ωi − ω�. (21)

The sensitivity of the propagation losses ℑ�k� with respect
to the physical density ρ̄e is calculated by
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∂ℑ�k�
∂ρ̄e

� ℑ
�
∂k

∂ρ̄e

�
. (22)

The sensitivity of eigenvalues from the ω�k� formulation
is calculated following the same procedure as in Eq. (8)
when the eigenvalue is distinct, and the sensitivity of multiple
eigenvalues is derived following [32].

Finally, the sensitivity of objective and constraints with
respect to the design variable xe is obtained using the chain
rule [33]:

∂f

∂xe
� ∂f

∂ρ̄e

∂ρ̄e
∂xe

. (23)

Here, ∂ρ̄e∕∂xe can be easily derived in the two different
parameterizations.

Based on sensitivity analysis, the design is iteratively
updated using a gradient-based algorithm, the globally conver-
gent version of the method of moving asymptotes (GCMMA)
from Svanberg [34]. A detailed account of optimization proce-
dure can be found in [21]. In the optimization procedure, the
regularization parameter β is fixed and set to β � 16.

The optimization procedure is implemented in MATLAB
and runs in parallel using a standard eight-processor PC.
The optimization for dispersion engineering converges within
200 GCMMA iterations, and the one for loss engineering con-
verges within 500 iterations. Each GCMMA iteration includes
two to three inner iterations and takes 1–2 min for 16 design
wavenumbers.

3. RESULTS
In this section, we first investigate the loss mechanism by
studying the propagation losses in fixed-topology waveguides
and then evaluate the feasibility of loss engineering in the
waveguides, comparing the cases of fixed- and free-topology
using two parameterizations. Furthermore, we design free-
topology loss-engineered slow-light waveguides with enlarged
GBP for different group indices and compare them with cor-
responding fixed-topology loss-engineered waveguides.

A. Propagation Losses of Fixed-Topology Waveguides
We first investigate the propagation loss in several fixed-
topology dispersion-engineered waveguides designed for
n�
g � 50 when subject to the edge-related dissipation dis-

cussed in Subsection 2.C. We consider designs obtained using
dispersion engineering with an ω�k� formulation in the ab-
sence of dissipation and with a fixed group index n�

g � 50
[18]. The design variables are the radii and the lateral (normal
to the waveguide direction) and longitudinal (along the wave-
guide direction) locations of the first two rows of air holes
using MMOS, with an initial design as in Fig. 1. In this paper,
we focus on symmetrical waveguides, where the symmetry
along the waveguide direction is enforced by setting the same
design variables in the symmetrical locations as in the optimi-
zation procedure. However, asymmetrical waveguides can
also be engineered to reduce GVD of slow light [35,36].

Figures 4(a)–4(c) show the designs obtained from radius
and lateral- and longitudinal-location tuning. The performance
of the waveguides is listed in Fig. 4(d), in terms of group index
and propagation loss. For each waveguide, the propagation
loss variation versus frequency coincides with the group index

variation versus frequency. Thus, a high group index seems to
be intrinsically linked to high propagation losses.

We employ the GBP and the average propagation loss
(hℑ�k�i) as figures of merit to evaluate the performance of
different waveguides. The GBP is defined by

GBP � Δωhngi∕ω0; (24)

whereΔω is the frequency range where the GVD is negligible,
and hngi and ω0 are the corresponding average group index
and the center frequency. In practice, a relative group index
error of�10% is utilized to indicate the negligible GVD region.

The detailed performances of the waveguides are summar-
ized in Table 1. Under �10% criterion, all the waveguides
achieve a GBP of 0.29 or above. The average propagation
losses differ for the different waveguides and the radius-tuned
waveguide exhibits the lowest average propagation loss
among them.

In order to further study the loss mechanism, we employ
the concepts of energy density Is and dissipative energy den-
sity Id [37], given by

Is �
1
2
ε0ε

0
r jEj2; Id � 1

2
ε0ε

00
r jEj2. (25)

Here, E is the electric field calculated by E � 1∕�iωε0εr�∇ ×H
with H � � 0 0 h �, and ε0 is the permittivity in vacuum.
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Fixed-topology dispersion-engineered wave-
guides for n�

g � 50. (a) Longitudinal-location-tuned waveguide.
(b) Lateral-location-tuned waveguide. (c) Radius-tuned waveguide.
(d) Performance of different waveguides. Left panel: group index
versus frequency. Right panel: propagation loss versus frequency.
The dashed curves represent the performance of the longitudinal-
location-tuned waveguide, the dashed–dotted curves represent the
performance of the lateral-location-tuned waveguide, and the solid
curvess represent the performance of the radius-tuned waveguide.

Table 1. Performance Comparison of

Fixed-Topology Waveguidesa

Des. ω0a∕2πc hngi GBP hℑ�k�ia∕2π�10−3�
Lon. 0.2172 50.54 0.29 2.78
Lat. 0.2131 49.77 0.31 2.75
Rad. 0.2104 50.50 0.33 2.12
aThe first row represents the longitudinal (along the waveguide direction)-

location-tuned waveguide, the second row represents the lateral (normal to
the waveguide direction)-location-tuned waveguide, and the third row
represents the radius-tuned waveguide.
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Figure 5 shows the energy density, Is, and dissipative en-
ergy density, Id, of slow-light modes with ng ≈ 50 in different
waveguides. Compared to the radius-tuned waveguide, the
longitudinal-location-tuned waveguide has a smaller wave-
guide core, and hence exhibits a stronger field intensity at
the waveguide core, which results in larger propagation losses
on the interface of the first row of air holes. Despite a similar
size of waveguide core as the radius-tuned waveguide, stron-
ger field intensity originating from the second row of air
holes can be observed in the lateral-location-tuned waveguide,
hence causing more propagation losses on the second row of
air holes. Furthermore, the radius-tuned waveguide has the
shortest interface among all the designs, which also results
in a smaller fraction of field available for scattering at imper-
fections. The detailed studies on the energy density and dis-
sipative energy density illustrate that the smallest propagation
loss is found with the smallest fraction of field intensity in-
volved in scattering at imperfections. This is in agreement
with recent theoretical and experimental studies [25,28] and
supports our phenomenological representation of disorder-
induced scattering losses by the edge-related dissipation.

B. Loss-Engineered Slow-Light Waveguides
From the conducted studies, it is apparent that it is possible
to manipulate the loss while maintaining high values for ng

and GBP, and, in this section, we study the feasibility of loss
engineering slow-light waveguides by minimizing the average
propagation losses of the designed slow-light modes using the
optimization formulation presented in Eq. (18). The initial
waveguide is the radius-tuned waveguide with n�

g � 50. The
design frequency range is set to be ωi ∈ �0.2097; 0.2112�2πc∕a
with 16 design frequencies. In order to ensure that the average
group index of the optimized waveguide is equal to or larger
than n�

g in the design frequency range, a constraint on the
average group index is implemented as hngi ≥ n�

g .
The free-topology loss-engineered waveguides are obtained

using the density approach with the design domain being
the first three and a half rows of air holes adjacent to the
waveguide core, shown in Fig. 6. The fixed-topology loss-
engineered waveguides are obtained using MMOS with the

design variables as locations and radii of the first two rows
of air holes.

The free-topology loss-engineered waveguides for relative
group index errors of er � 10% and er � 5% are shown in
Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), respectively. Figure 7(c) depicts the fixed-
topology loss-engineered waveguide for er � 5%. The perfor-
mances of the different waveguides are depicted in Fig. 7(d).
As expected, the group index variation in the free-topology
loss-engineered waveguide of er � 10% is much larger than
that in the other waveguides, including the initial design.
Under the same relative group index error of er � 5%, the free-
and fixed-topology loss-engineered waveguides deviate
slightly from each other and achieve equivalent performance
in terms of group index variation and propagation losses.
Compared to the initial design shown in Fig. 4(c), a noticeable
improvement of the propagation losses can be observed in
both waveguides.

The detailed performances of different waveguides are
summarized in Table 2. Compared with the initial waveguide,
the loss-engineered designs achieve observable lower average
propagation losses. For the same group index, the free-
topology loss-engineered waveguide achieves a slightly smal-
ler propagation loss than the fixed-topology loss-engineered
waveguide and the average propagation loss can be further
reduced by allowing larger GVD. The energy density and
dissipative energy density of slow-light modes of ng ≈ 50 in
different waveguides (shown in Fig. 8) illustrate that the re-
duction of the propagation loss is attributed to the smaller
field intensity at the interface for the free-topology loss-
engineered waveguide with er � 10% and the reduction of

(b)

(a)

(c)

Fig. 5. (Color online) Energy density and dissipative energy density
of slow-light modes with ng ≈ 50 in fixed-topology dispersion-
engineered waveguides. (a) Longitudinal-location-tuned waveguide.
Top: energy density. Bottom: dissipative energy density. (b) Lateral-
location-tuned waveguide. (c) Radius-tuned waveguide.

Fig. 6. Initial design and the design domain. The gray dashed rectan-
gle indicates the design domain with a symmetry along the waveguide
direction.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 7. (Color online) Loss-engineered slow-light waveguides for
n�
g � 50. (a) Free-topology loss-engineered waveguide for er �

10%. (b) Free-topology loss-engineered waveguide with er � 5%.
(c) Fixed-topology loss-engineered waveguide for er � 5%. (d) Perfor-
mances of different waveguides. The dotted curves show the perfor-
mance of the initial waveguide, the dashed–dotted curves show
the performance of the free-topology loss-engineered waveguide
for er � 10%, the dashed curves show the performance of the free-
topology loss-engineered waveguide er � 5%, and the solid curves
show the performances of the fixed-topology loss-engineered wave-
guides. The gray regions indicate the design range.
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the propagation loss in the loss-engineered waveguides for
er � 5% is mainly attributed to a smaller interface between
air and Si in the first row. However, due to the fact that
the modal profiles are dominated by the group index, i.e.,
the higher the group index, the larger the modal profile, the
improvement of the propagation losses is restricted.

C. Loss-Engineered Slow-Light Waveguides with
Enlarged GBP
The capacity of slow-light waveguides, i.e., GBP, is crucial
for the applications. Previous studies have illustrated that
free-topology dispersion-engineered waveguides can achieve
significantly larger GBP compared with fixed-topology
dispersion-engineered waveguides [18]. In this section, we de-
sign free-topology loss-engineered waveguides with an en-
larged GBP. The optimization procedure is accomplished in
two steps. Dispersion engineering is first performed to en-
hance the GBP using the optimization formulation presented
in Eq. (17). Using the dispersion-engineered slow-light wave-
guide as an initial design, we further perform loss engineering
to reduce the average propagation loss of the designed slow-
light modes under a relative group index error of er � 5%.

As in the first example, we aim at designing a slow-
light waveguide for n�

g � 50 in the frequency range of
ωi ∈ �0.2103; 0.2123�2πc∕a. The frequency range is chosen
to ensure a GBP of 0.45 for the optimized waveguides. The
initial design is chosen as the radius-tuned waveguide shown
in Fig. 6. The dispersion-engineered waveguide and loss-
engineered waveguide are shown in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b),
respectively. Figure 9(c) depicts the performance of the

optimized waveguides. Compared with the radius-tuned wave-
guide, the free-topology optimized waveguides achieve a
much larger GBP. However, the dispersion-engineered wave-
guide encounters significantly higher propagation losses due
to the sharp features in the waveguide shown in Fig. 9(a) and
the bigger modal size shown in Fig. 10(a). Thus, a significant
dissipation energy density can be observed on the third rows
of air holes in the dispersion-engineered design. In contrast
to the dispersion-engineered slow-light waveguide, the loss-
engineered slow-light waveguide has a smooth interface be-
tween air and dielectric material and the corresponding modal
size is relatively small. Hence, the propagation losses have
been significantly reduced in the loss-engineered waveguide
and are equivalent to the ones in the radius-tuned slow-light
waveguide [see Fig. 9(c)].

The characteristics of the dispersion-engineered waveguide
and loss-engineered waveguide are summarized in Table 3.
The GPB of the waveguides has been improved by a factor
of 1.42 or above compared to the initial design. Furthermore,
through loss engineering, the free-topology engineered slow-
light waveguide can achieve an equally good performance in
terms of propagation losses with the radius-tuned waveguide.
Compared with the loss-engineered waveguides presented in
the previous subsection, the GBP of the slow-light waveguides

Table 2. Performance Comparison of Loss-

Engineered Waveguides with n�g � 50a

Des. ω0a∕2πc hngi GBP hℑ�k�ia∕2π�10−3�
Fre. Top. 10% 0.2102 49.95 0.37 1.98
Fre. Top. 5% 0.2103 50.06 0.35 2.01
Fix. Top. 5% 0.2103 50.16 0.36 2.05
aThe first row shows the performance of the free-topology loss-engineered

waveguide of er � 10%, the second row shows the performance of the free-
topology loss-engineered waveguide of er � 5%, and the third row shows
the performance of the fixed-topology loss-engineered waveguide of er � 5%.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8. (Color online) Energy density and dissipative energy density
of slow-light modes with ng ≈ 50 in the optimized waveguides.
(a) Free-topology loss-engineered waveguide for er � 10%. (b) Free-
topology loss-engineered waveguide for er � 5%. (c) Fixed-topology
loss-engineered waveguide for er � 5%.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 9. (Color online) Free-topology optimized slow-light wave-
guides with an enlarged GBP for n�

g � 50. (a) Free-topology disper-
sion-engineered waveguide. (b) Free-topology loss-engineered
waveguide. (c) Group index and loss of different waveguides. The
dashed–dotted curves represent the performance of the initial design,
the dashed curves represent the performances of the dispersion-
engineered waveguide, and the solid curves represent the perfor-
mance of the loss-engineered waveguides. The gray regions indicate
the design range.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. (Color online) Energy density and dissipative energy
density of slow-light modes with ng ≈ 50 in different waveguides.
(a) Dispersion-engineered waveguide of n�

g � 50. (b) Loss-engineered
waveguide of n�

g � 50.
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has been improved by a factor of 1.27 with an acceptable
sacrifice of the propagation losses.

In order to further compare the fixed-topology loss-
engineered waveguides and free-topology loss-engineered
waveguides, we design loss-engineered waveguides for differ-
ent group indices in the interval of n�

g ∈ �40; 100�. The same
initial design, i.e., that of Fig. 6, is chosen for all the target
group indices. The target frequency ranges of free-topology
loss-engineered waveguides are chosen to ensure a GBP of
0.45 with a starting frequency of ω1 � 0.21032πc∕a, and the
target frequency ranges of fixed-topology loss-engineered
waveguides are chosen to ensure a GBP of 0.33 with the same
starting frequency.

Figure 11 shows the characteristics of the fixed-topology
loss-engineered waveguides and the free-topology loss-
engineered waveguides in terms of average propagation
losses and GBP. All the fixed-topology loss-engineered
waveguides achieve a GBP of 0.33 or above, and all the
free-topology loss-engineered waveguides can achieve a
GBP of 0.45 or above. For the same target group index, the
free-topology loss-engineered waveguide displays higher aver-
age propagation loss than the fixed-topology loss-engineered
waveguides. Hence, the enhancement of GBP is at the cost
of the average propagation loss. It is noted that the average
propagation loss increases with the target group index in both
cases, which indicates that the light slowdown in itself is a
dominant factor in determining the resulting losses.

Figure 12 depicts the characteristics of the fixed- and
free-topology loss-engineered waveguides for n�

g � 90. It is
seen that, at low frequencies, the slow-light modes in the
free-topology loss-engineered waveguide exhibit equivalent
propagation losses as the ones in the fixed-topology loss-
engineered waveguide, and at high frequencies, the slow-light
modes exhibit much higher propagation losses than

encountered in the fixed-topology loss-engineered wave-
guides. Hence, the large average propagation loss in the
free-topology loss-engineered waveguide is attributed to the
large propagation losses of slow-light modes with high fre-
quencies. The energy densities of two design slow-light modes
with ng ≈ 94 in the free-topology loss-engineered waveguide
(seen in Fig. 13) reveal that the slow-light mode with high fre-
quency has much larger modal size compared to the other
slow-light mode. This leads to a significant increase in the pro-
pagation loss.

In order to further evaluate the performance of the loss-
engineered waveguides, we calculate the transmission (T)
of the engineered waveguides of n�

g � 90 in the presence of
the edge-related loss, consisting of 20 periods of super-
cells. The transmission is found from the time-averaged
Poynting vector, i.e., the component in the waveguide direc-
tion [38]. The transmission is normalized with respect to the
transmission of the corresponding ideal waveguides. The nor-
malized transmission spectra of the free-topology dispersion-
engineered waveguide and the fixed- and free-topology loss-
engineered waveguides are shown in Fig. 14. As illustrated by
the complex band structure, the transmission has been signif-
icantly enhanced through the loss engineering. A significant
drop can be observed at high frequency in the transmission
spectrum of the free-topology loss-engineered waveguide.
This observation supports the propagation losses evaluated
from the k�ω� formulation.

Table 3. Performance Comparison of the

Optimized Waveguides with n�g � 50 and

Enlarged GBPa

Des. ω0a∕2πc hngi GBP hℑ�k�ia∕2π�10−3�
Dis. 0.2111 50.27 0.50 3.62
Los. 0.2112 49.82 0.47 2.13
aThe first row shows the performance of the dispersion-engineered

waveguide, and the second row depicts the performance of the loss-
engineered waveguide.

1 2 3 4 5
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60

80

100

〈ℑ(k)〉a/2π

〈n
g〉

×10−3

Fix. Los.
Fre. Los.

0.2 0.4 0.6

GBP

Fig. 11. (Color online) Comparison between fixed- and free-topology
loss-engineered waveguides for different group indices. Left panel:
average group index versus average propagation loss. Right panel:
average group index versus GBP. The dashed–dotted curves represent
the performance of the fixed-topology loss-engineered waveguides
with circles indicating the different designs considered. The solid
curves represent the performance of the loss-engineered slow-light
waveguides, with crosses indicating the different designs considered.

30 60 90 120
0.209

0.211

0.213

n
g

ω
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2π
c

1 3 5
ℑ(k)a/2π ×10−3

(a)
(b)
Ran.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 12. (Color online) Loss-engineered waveguides for n�
g � 90.

(a) Fixed-topology loss-engineered waveguide. (b) Free-topology
loss-engineered waveguide. (c) Performance of different waveguides.
The dashed curves represent the performance of the fixed-topology
loss-engineered waveguide, the black solid curves represent the free-
topology loss-engineered waveguides, and the bold red center parts of
the solid curves represent the design ranges.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 13. (Color online) Energy density and dissipative energy density
of slow-light modes with ng ≈ 94 at different frequencies in the free-
topology loss-engineered waveguide for n�

g � 90. (a) ωa∕2π�0.21034.
(b) ωa∕2π � 0.21123.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, systematic loss engineering has been performed
to reduce the propagation losses of slow-light waveguides. In
order to mimic scattering losses induced by manufacturing
imperfections, we have utilized the concept of the effective
dissipation, where the scattering losses have been repre-
sented by an edge-related dissipation. The propagation losses
of slow-light modes have been evaluated by the imaginary part
of eigenvalues in the complex band structure calculation,
which was supported by transmission computations for a
finite waveguide.

Numerical studies on the propagation losses of circular-
hole-based waveguides obtained by radius and location tuning
have shown that loss engineering can be realized by reducing
the fraction of field available for scattering. Two parameter-
izations have been utilized to describe the supercell, i.e., the
material mask overlay strategy for the fixed-topology wave-
guides and the density approach for the free-topology wave-
guides. By minimizing the average propagation losses, the
loss-engineered waveguides from these two parameteriza-
tions have achieved smaller propagation losses while main-
taining equivalent performance in terms of GVD and GBP
as the initial design. However, the improvement of the propa-
gation losses is inherently restricted due to the limited
freedom on the manipulation of the modal profiles for a given
group index.

Loss-engineered slow-light waveguides with enlarged GPB
have been designed in two steps. First, the dispersion engi-
neering has been performed to enhance the GBP and then
the loss engineering has been employed to reduce the propa-
gation losses of the dispersion-engineered waveguides caused
by the sharp features in the design or/and the large modal size.
Numerical examples for n�

g � 50 have illustrated that the
propagation losses can be significantly reduced in the free-
topology engineered waveguides by the loss engineering.
Detailed comparisons between fixed- and free-topology
loss-engineered waveguides for different target group indices
have illustrated that the enhancement of GBP in the free-
topology loss-engineered waveguides have been realized at
the expense of propagation losses. Further studies on the free-
topology loss-engineered waveguide have revealed that the
larger propagation losses in the free-topology loss-engineered
waveguides are due to the large propagation losses of slow-
light modes with high frequencies. The proper trade-off

between propagation losses and GBP will depend on the
specific application.

The presented approach can be extended in a straightfor-
ward way to the loss engineering of 3D waveguides, where 2D
loss-engineered waveguides will be good starting points. The
out-of-plane radiation can be taken into account in the 3D
loss-engineered waveguides by using a proper boundary
condition in the additional direction. However, increased
dimensionality will increase the computing time significantly
and introduce challenges regarding efficient large scale
eigenvalue solvers.
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